Ausco LC Brake
Double Grease Barrier Seal Upgrade
How to Tell the Difference (Older vs. Newer)
Standard Grease Barrier (Older Models)

Double Grease Barrier (Newer Models)

Grease fitting located in
end plate

Grease fitting located in
hub face

Cast ring with wiper seal
on hub flange

Three seals, two grease barriers

Single grease barrier filled
via fitting in end plate

Two seals
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Outer grease barrier
filled via fitting in hub
face

Inner grease barrier filled
manually at assembly
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Ausco LC Brake
Double Grease Barrier Seal Upgrade
Service Kits
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Why did Ausco upgrade the seals?
When properly maintained, the Ausco LC Brake’s grease barrier seals have been proven to provide excellent protection from contamination in mining environments. The
seals have been widely successful all over the world. So, why change? Why improve a design that already works well?
The primary reason for the change is to improve the brake’s ability to survive a lack of grease maintenance. Grease barrier seals require regular re-greasing to flush out
contaminants. If this maintenance is not performed regularly, the seals can fail over time. The new double grease barrier seal solves this problem very effectively. This
upgrade provides a more robust seal that is much less susceptible to lapses in grease maintenance. A secondary reason for the change is that the new design allows the
hub seals to be serviced without removing and disassembling the brake. This simplifies service, which reduces downtime and maintenance costs.
Incorporating the double grease barrier seal requires changes to be made to the brake’s end plate, hub, and lip seals. As such, new service kits are needed. These kits are
listed in the table below. All kits not listed remain unchanged.

Grease Barrier Seal Service Kits
Standard Grease Barrier Double Grease Barrier Notes
(Older Models)
(Newer Models)
Hub Kit

98338-1/98338-3

98338-3

98338-3 can be used on older model brakes, but not vice-versa

Rebuild Kit (North America,
Africa, and Europe ONLY)

99663-1

99663-2

Seals are different

Seal Kit (Complete)

98339

98339-1

Seals are different

Hub Seal Kit

N/A

102005

Cannot replace hub seals on older model brakes without a
complete seal kit

Double Grease Barrier
Upgrade Kit

102438

N/A

Upgrade kit is available to convert standard grease barrier
in older model brakes to double grease barrier. Brake must
be removed and taken to a service center to perform the
upgrade.

